
Materials You Will 

Need: 

Make a Sewing Card 

 

 

 

This workshop shows how to make this sewing 

card. There is a little tape measure embellishment 

& 3d cotton reel to add dimension to the piece. 

Here the ruler stamp from the vintage stamp set has been 

mounted onto Umount before being added to the design 

ruler. The stamped image will be added to the vintage seam 

ribbon using the sepia archival ink. This ink will blur slightly 

once added but it adds to the softness of the piece. If a 

stronger look is required then use a satin ribbon. 

Use the design ruler for an additional use and 

line the edge of the stamp up with the lines 

on the ruler for a perfect straight line. Great 

for those long stamps needing an acrylic 

surface. 

  

Stamp the ruler image onto the ribbon & continue 

until you have the required length needed. Roll 

the tape up leaving the `0 -4` measurements free 

to make a small tape measure. Cut a folded piece 

of mirri card to make an end for the tape 

measure. Stamp another length of ribbon for the 

shabby bow later. 

Select the page creator on the tatty 

button cd & place 2 button images 

onto the sheet. Rotate one image so 

it creates a border, change 1 set to a 

sepia colour & the other to pink. 

Print the design off. 
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A close up of the lattice frame & 

embellishments  
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Cut the page around the edge of the buttons 

& distress the piece using the cut`n`dry foam 

along with the vintage photo ink pad. 

 

 

 

Stamp the frame out using the sepia ink pad & 

cut the image out using the labels 4 die. Repeat 

this process so there is a 2nd shape. 

So cut the oval out of one of the cut 

shapes & stick it to an acrylic block. 

 

  

Lay the other frame shape on the work surface 

before matching up the oval on the acrylic 

block and frame below. Press firmly & release 

the stamp in the usual way. This technique will 

just help with precise stamping. 

Distress the edges of the 

frame using the cut`n`dry 

foam & vintage photo ink 

pad. 

 

 

Place the sentiment in the centre of the frame & 

ink the stamp using the sepia ink pad. 

 

Wipe the distress ink over the wooden buttons to 

age them. Now make a small bow out of the 

printed seam ribbon that was prepared earlier.  

Stamping a sentiment is often difficult to get the 

wording straight and in this case the depths of the 

2 stamps are different. 



 

 

Cut & emboss a lattice frame out of light green card. 

Swipe the sepia ink pad over the frame before 

adding foam tape to the inner edges of the oval. This 

will add depth to the piece but will be hidden too. 

Place the frame onto the button piece & 

then add the sentiment frame also using 

foam tape to add dimension. 
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Tie 3 small bows out of the bakers twine and add to the 

centres of the wooden buttons. Add them to the bottom 

left hand edge of the card. Add the shabby bow & attach 

a black button over the bow knot. Stamp at random over 

the card using the scissors stamp and the sepia ink. 

 

Attach the dress form to the top corner 

of the lattice frame & add the reels to 

the side of the frame. Add a Spellbinder 

shape to the reverse of the piece to 

allow a name to be added or mount the 

piece onto a folded card base. 

 

Here is a close up of the frame / 

sentiment & sewing embellishments.  

Add the tape measure to the top of the frame 

using the Cosmic Shimmer glue. Stamp & colour 

the dress form using distress ink or pens. Wrap 

the bakers twine around one of the cotton reels 

& colour the other reel in. 


